
Year 11  ICT Home Learning Tasks

WEEK ONE

Course Year Group Teacher Google Classroom Code Tasks (brief outline of what students should be doing this week) Timing task? 
Where to complete? Ex.book, 

paper GC, SMH
Link to where resources will be
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Yr 11 AAP Mrs A Patel You are already part of it 

Go through the links assigned on google class especially computersciencetutor 

&craigandDave.Make notes on paper 2 topics in  books.Get prepared for Mock paper 2 round 2 

for paper 2.  Go through assigned tasks on doddle. Use the sticker with access to dynamic 

learning resources and cambridge elevate videos. Go through the theory from the Pink computer 

science book for paper 2. 

5 Hours

Notes in exercise books. PG online 

worksheets on google class, doddle 

tests on doddle website. 

doddle and google class. Keep checking 

google class for 

updates.https://elevate.cambridge.org/el

evate/Login.aspx#b

Yr 11 MAM Mr Ahmad

All Y11 comp Sci students

You are already part of the 

classroom for your class. 

This is the code for the 

class: ffj2pvm

11b/CO1

You are already part of the 

classroom- Computer 

Science (group google 

classroom) . This is the code 

for our class: bdbill4

This is the code for the class: ffj2pvm

Use the above class for:

Go through Paper 1: where you have video tutorials and make notes

Go through Paper 2: where you have video tutorials and make notes

There are additional revision material (workbooks, check lists etc to help you with revision)

Complete past papers for unit 1 and 2

There are additional exam material (hopw to answer questions and improve responses)

This is the code for our class: bdbill4

Revising- make notes on sub topics for unit 1 and unit 2.

Go through all past exam papers to identify areas you need to do further revision

go through your worksheets and snwer sheets for help

go through all class notes for revision

complete worksheets and homeowrk sheets for the last unit (Data representation)

Also use your collins Computer Science revision workbooks given to you last year.

5 Hours

Google classroom

google slides

google docs

paper

Workbooks

google classroom
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Yr 11 IPA 

11a/ IT2
Miss I Patel 

You are already part of the 

classroom.

Revision Week 1:  revise/ revision notes using the revision guide. RLO1 and L03 

(blue and orange section) , Pages 4-43  and Doddle test 2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, if 

you do not have a revision guide use the 

PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 4-43.                                                                                                       

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 IPA 

11b/ IT2
Miss I Patel 

You are already part of the 

classroom.

Revision Week 1:  revise/ revision notes using the revision guide. RLO1 and L03 (blue and 

orange section) , Pages 4-43  and Doddle test 
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, if 

you do not have a revision guide use the 

PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 4-43.                                                                                                       

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 RPA Mr R Patel

11A/IT3           You are 

already part of the 

classroom. Class code: 

x3gckrw

Revision Week 1:  revise/ revision notes using the revision guide. RLO1 and L03 (blue and 

orange section) , Pages 4-43  and Doddle test 
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, if 

you do not have a revision guide use the 

PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 4-43.                                                                                                       

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 RPA Mr R Patel

11B/IT3   You are already 

part of the classroom. Class 

code: crf35fl

Revision Week 1:  revise/ revision notes using the revision guide. RLO1 and L03 (blue and 

orange section) , Pages 4-43  and Doddle test 
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, if 

you do not have a revision guide use the 

PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 4-43.                                                                                                       

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr11 AAP Mrs A Patel
You are already part of the 

classroom.

Revision Week 1:  revise/ revision notes using the revision guide. RLO1 and L03 (blue and 

orange section) , Pages 4-43  and Doddle test 
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, if 

you do not have a revision guide use the 

PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 4-43.                                                                                                       

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 MAM Mr Ahmad
You are already part of the 

classroom.

Revision Week 1:  revise/ revision notes using the revision guide. RLO1 and L03 (blue and 

orange section) , Pages 4-43  and Doddle test 
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, if 

you do not have a revision guide use the 

PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 4-43.                                                                                                       

Test to be completed using Doodle

Computer science system username and password

https://my.dynamic-learning.co.uk., Centre ID: 17648 

,username is your first name and password is surname.



Year 11  ICT Home Learning Tasks
Computer science system username and password

https://my.dynamic-learning.co.uk., Centre ID: 17648 

,username is your first name and password is surname.

WEEK TWO

Course Year Group Teacher Google Classroom Code Tasks (brief outline of what students should be doing this week) Timing task? Where to complete? Ex.book, paper 

GC, SMH

Link to where resources will be
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Yr 11 AAP Mrs A Patel You are already part of it 

Complete past papers for paper 1 and paper 2 which have been 

placed on google class. Thereafter use the markschemes to self 

assess. Repeat the same activity by going through the question 

papers in the Collins white textbook(use pencil). Thereafter check the 

answers using back of book answer section. 

6 Hours paper/ google class google class

Yr 11 MAM Mr Ahmad

All Y11 comp Sci students

You are already part of the classroom for 

your class. This is the code for the class: 

ffj2pvm

11b/CO1

You are already part of the classroom-

Computer Science (group google 

classroom) . This is the code for our class: 

bdbill4

Complete past papers for paper 1 and paper 2 which have been 

placed on google class. Thereafter use the markschemes to self 

assess. Repeat the same activity by going through the question 

papers in the Collins white textbook(use pencil). Thereafter check the 

answers using back of book answer section. 

6 Hours paper/ google class google class
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Yr 11 IPA 

11a/ IT2
Miss I Patel 

You are already part of the classroom. This 

is the code for our class 

Revision Week 2:   Revise/ revsion notes using the revision 

guide. LO4 (red section)Pages 44-69. Doddle test                                                                                
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, 

if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 44-69.                                                                                                      

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 IPA 

11b/ IT2
Miss I Patel 

You are already part of the classroom. This 

is the code for our class 

Revision Week 2:   Revise/ revsion notes using the revision 

guide. LO4 (red section)Pages 44-69. Doddle test                                                                                
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, 

if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 44-69.                                                                                                      

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 RPA Mr R Patel
You are already part of the classroom. This 

is the code for our class 

Revision Week 2:   Revise/ revsion notes using the revision 

guide. LO4 (red section)Pages 44-69. Doddle test                                                                                
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, 

if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 44-69.                                                                                                      

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 RPA Mr R Patel
You are already part of the classroom. This 

is the code for our class 

Revision Week 2:   Revise/ revsion notes using the revision 

guide. LO4 (red section)Pages 44-69. Doddle test                                                                                
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, 

if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 44-69.                                                                                                      

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr11 AAP Mrs A Patel
You are already part of the classroom. This 

is the code for our class 

Revision Week 2:   Revise/ revsion notes using the revision 

guide. LO4 (red section)Pages 44-69. Doddle test                                                                                
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, 

if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 44-69.                                                                                                      

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 MAM Mr Ahmad
You are already part of the classroom. This 

is the code for our class 

Revision Week 2:   Revise/ revsion notes using the revision 

guide. LO4 (red section)Pages 44-69. Doddle test                                                                                
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, 

if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 44-69.                                                                                                       

Test to be completed using Doodle



Year 11  ICT Home Learning Tasks
Computer science system username and password

https://my.dynamic-learning.co.uk., Centre ID: 17648 

,username is your first name and password is surname.

WEEK THREE

Course Year Group Teacher Google Classroom Code Tasks (brief outline of what students should be doing this week) Timing task? Where to complete? Ex.book, paper GC, SMH Link to where resources will be
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Yr 11 AAP Mrs A Patel You are already part of it 

Listen to the podcasts on google class. Go through the powerpoints in 

google class, doddle and make notes in book for paper 1. Paper 1 mock 

exam round 2 when we get back. To do this also recap the topics from the 

white Collins computer science book as more detailed. I will be adding 

more updates and resources so continue to check google class.  Go 

practice coding on repl.it and use codeacademy. There will be many other 

platforms offering free access current. Make sure you utlise free access 

and practice coding. Use the cambridge elevate platform.

5 Hours
Notes in exercise books. PG online worksheets on 

google class, doddle tests on doddle website. 

https://elevate.cambridge.org/elevat

e/Login.aspx#b

Yr 11 MAM Mr Ahmad

All Y11 comp Sci students

You are already part of the 

classroom for your class. This is 

the code for the class: ffj2pvm

11b/CO1

You are already part of the 

classroom- Computer Science 

(group google classroom) . This is 

the code for our class: bdbill4

Listen to the podcasts on google class. Go through the powerpoints in 

google class, doddle and make notes in book for paper 1. Paper 1 mock 

exam round 2 when we get back. To do this also recap the topics from the 

white Collins computer science book as more detailed. I will be adding 

more updates and resources so continue to check google class.  Go 

practice coding on repl.it and use codeacademy. There will be many other 

platforms offering free access current. Make sure you utlise free access 

and practice coding. Use the cambridge elevate platform.

5 Hours
Notes in exercise books. PG online worksheets on 

google class, doddle tests on doddle website. 

https://elevate.cambridge.org/elevat

e/Login.aspx#b
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Yr 11 IPA 11a/ 

IT2
Miss I Patel 

You are already part of the 

classroom. This is the code for 

our class 

Revision Week 3:  Revise/ revsion notes using the revision guide.                                                            

LO6 (Blue section)Pages 70-81. Doddle test                                                                                      
2 hrs

Exercise book- use the revision guide, if you do not 

have a revision guide use the PowerPoint on Google 

Classroom. 

Revsion guide Pages 70-81.                                                                                                      

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 IPA 11b/ 

IT2
Miss I Patel 

You are already part of the 

classroom. This is the code for 

our class 

Revision Week 3:  Revise/ revsion notes using the revision guide.                                                            

LO6 (Blue section)Pages 70-81. Doddle test                                                                                      
2 hrs

Make revision notes using your exercise book- use the 

revision guide, if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. Test to be 

completed by using Doddle

Revsion guide Pages 70-81.                                                                                                      

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 RPA Mr R Patel

You are already part of the 

classroom. This is the code for 

our class 

Revision Week 3:  Revise/ revsion notes using the revision guide.                                                            

LO6 (Blue section)Pages 70-81. Doddle test                                                                                      
2 hrs

Make revision notes using your exercise book- use the 

revision guide, if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. Test to be 

completed by using Doddle

Revsion guide Pages 70-81.                                                                                                      

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 RPA Mr R Patel

You are already part of the 

classroom. This is the code for 

our class 

Revision Week 3:  Revise/ revsion notes using the revision guide.                                                            

LO6 (Blue section)Pages 70-81. Doddle test                                                                                      
2 hrs

Make revision notes using your exercise book- use the 

revision guide, if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. Test to be 

completed by using Doddle

Revsion guide Pages 70-81.                                                                                                      

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr11 AAP Mrs A Patel

You are already part of the 

classroom. This is the code for 

our class 

Revision Week 3:  Revise/ revsion notes using the revision guide.                                                            

LO6 (Blue section)Pages 70-81. Doddle test                                                                                      
2 hrs

Make revision notes using your exercise book- use the 

revision guide, if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. Test to be 

completed by using Doddle

Revsion guide Pages 70-81.                                                                                                      

Test to be completed using Doodle

Yr 11 MAM Mr Ahmad

You are already part of the 

classroom. This is the code for 

our class 

Revision Week 3:  Revise/ revsion notes using the revision guide.                                                            

LO6 (Blue section)Pages 70-81. Doddle test                                                                                      
2 hrs

Make revision notes using your exercise book- use the 

revision guide, if you do not have a revision guide use 

the PowerPoint on Google Classroom. Test to be 

completed by using Doddle

Revsion guide Pages 70-81.                                                                                                       

Test to be completed using Doodle

https://elevate.cambridge.org/elevate/Login.aspx#b
https://elevate.cambridge.org/elevate/Login.aspx#b

